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REVEAL NEW COINTELPRO OPERATIONS TARGETING USLP

NOV. 25, (IPS)--DESPITE SWORN TESTIMONY BY FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION (FBI) OFFICIALS BEFORE CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEES THAT THE AGENCY'S COINTELPRO (COUNTER-INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM) HAS BEEN TERMINATED, THE U.S. LABOR PARTY IS IN POSSESSION OF HARD EVIDENCE ESTABLISHING THAT COINTELPRO IS NOT ONLY STILL ACTIVE, BUT IS BEING DIRECTED AGAINST THE USLP ON A SCALE FAR BEYOND PREVIOUS OPERATIONS WHICH HAVE BEEN REVEALED PUBLICLY TO DATE.

IN WHAT IS MERELY ONE RECENT EXAMPLE OF SUCH OPERATIONS, LABOR PARTY BOSTON MAYORAL CANDIDATE ROBERT GIBBONS RECEIVED A PSYCHOTIC, THREATENING LETTER THROUGH THE MAIL AT HIS HOME ADDRESS ONLY DAYS AFTER HE WAS DEFRAUDED OF A PROJECTED 20 PERCENT OF THE VOTE IN THE NOV. 4 ELECTIONS.

THE LETTER, WHICH READ IN PART, "BE A MAN, SAVE YOUR SOUL (OR YOUR PRICK) GO AGAINST THE PARTY OF COURSE THEY'LL KILL YOU FOR IT BUT YOU'LL DIE FOR THE RIGHT TO LIVE IN PEACE..." IT CONTAINED A BIOGRAPHICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL PROFILE OF GIBBONS THAT DISCOUNTED THE POSSIBILITY THAT IT WAS THE WORK OF AN ISOLATED CHANK. BOTH THE CONTENT AND THE TIMING OF THE LETTER BEAR A STRIKING SIMILARITY TO THE RECENTLY DISCLOSED FBI COINTELPRO CAMPAIGN AGAINST THE ASSASSINATED REVEREND MARTIN LUTHER KING.

ONLY HALF THE STORY IS OUT

WHILE RECENTLY THERE HAVE BEEN DISCLOSURES OF THE SENATE AND HOUSE INTELLIGENCE COMMITTEES OF MASSIVE ILLEGAL AND SUBVERSIVE ACTIVITIES BY THE FBI, CIA AND OTHER INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES UNDER THE DIRECTION OF HENRY KISSINGER'S NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL AND ATTORNEY GENERAL EDWARD LEVI'S JUSTICE DEPARTMENT, THE FAR MORE SIGNIFICANT HALF OF THE STORY--THE OPERATIONS CURRENTLY DIRECTED AGAINST THE LABOR PARTY--HAS YET TO BE SERIOUSLY TAKEN UP BY CONGRESS.

IN ADDITION TO THE GIBBONS LETTER, THE LABOR PARTY'S NATIONAL CAMPAIGN HEADQUARTERS HAS BEEN RECEIVING REPORTS OF AN AVERAGE OF OVER 100 INCIDENTS OF DIRECT HARASSMENT OF USLP CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES PER WEEK SINCE THE MASSIVE NOV. 4 VOTER FRAUD. MANY OF THESE INCIDENTS BEAR THE EARMARKS OF COINTELPRO. THE FOLLOWING ARE EXAMPLES OF SUCH OPERATIONS:
ONE CHICAGO LABOR PARTY ORGANIZER DISCOVERED THIS WEEK THAT RAT POISON HAD BEEN POURED OVER THE ENGINE BLOCK OF HIS CAR; A "DIRTY TRICK" THAT WOULD HAVE RESULTED IN DEATH OR SERIOUS ILLNESS BY SKIN POISONING HAD HE NOT DISCOVERED IT.

LABOR PARTY SUPPORTERS AT DETROIT'S MOUND ROAD ENGINE PLANT INDICATED THAT THEY WOULD BE UNABLE TO ATTEND THE SCHEDULED NOV. 17 PRESIDENTIAL RALLY OF USLP CANDIDATE LYNDON LAROUCHE JR. OR ANY OTHER LABOR PARTY EVENTS "FOR FEAR OF FBI REPRISAL."

A SERIES OF MEETINGS HAVE BEEN CONVENED OVER THE PAST MONTH BY GROUPS IDENTIFIED IN FBI TESTIMONY BEFORE THE SENATE INTELLIGENCE COMMITTEE AS HAVING BEEN TAKEN OVER BY THAT AGENCY. THE PURPOSE OF ALL THESE MEETINGS, WHICH INVOLVED THE COMMUNIST PARTY USA, THE SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY (SWP), THE KU KLUX KLAN (KKK), AND THE AMERICAN NAZI PARTY, WAS TO MAP OUT A CAMPAIGN OF SLANDERS AND PHYSICAL ATTACKS AGAINST MEMBERS AND SUPPORTERS OF THE LABOR PARTY.

SIMULTANEOUS TO THOSE MEETINGS, THE LABOR PARTY RECEIVED INFORMATION FROM ANTI-KISSINGER SOURCES WITHIN THE NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL THAT THE PLANNED COUNTERGANG ATTACKS, SCHEDULED TO DRASTICALLY ACCELERATE IN NEW YORK CITY AT THE POINT OF EITHER DEFAULT OR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE LABOR PARTY'S PROPOSED DEBT MORATORIUM PROGRAM, WERE TO BE DIRECTED BY THE NEW YORK CITY FBI OFFICE AND THE NEW YORK POLICE DEPARTMENT INTELLIGENCE DIVISION.

CONGRESS MUST ACT

THE LABOR PARTY HAS ALREADY SUBMITTED HUNDREDS OF PAGES OF DOCUMENTATION TO ALL OF THE RELEVANT CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEES CITING THE INTENSIVE HARASSMENT CAMPAIGN BY THE FBI AND RELATED AGENCIES. AS YET, NO CONGRESSIONAL ACTION HAS BEEN TAKEN.

A LABOR PARTY SPOKESMAN IN NEW YORK TODAY DEMANDED THAT THE FULL STORY OF COINTELPRO DEPLOYMENTS AGAINST THE USLP BE RELEASED. "UNTIL THAT TIME," THE SPOKESMAN CONTINUED, "AND UNTIL THE CURRENT DIRECTORS OF THAT PROGRAM - HENRY KISSINGER, EDWARD LEVI AND FBI DIRECTOR CLARENCE KELLY ARE PERMANENTLY REMOVED FROM OFFICE, THE U.S. WILL CONTINUE TO BE RUN BY AN "INVISIBLE GOVERNMENT" MAINTAINED IN POWER ON THE BASIS OF TERROR AND DIRTY TRICKS."
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